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MICROSCOPIC RUVERSI1HL1TY AND DET.AIIJ:D BALANCE 

Druce II. Hnhnn 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 94720 

The law of microscopic reversibility is a fundamental 

principle that is extremely useful in both the qualitative 
' 

and quantitative analysis and rntdcrstanding of rate and 

equilibrium phenomena. Reference to this principle is made 

as early as the freshman year, and it and its tonsequences 

are frequently cited or invoked in subsequent undergradtiate 

and graduate instruction. In recent years it has seen 

increasing use as a criterion of validity for approximate 

theories of rate processe_s, and as a dev.ice by which measure-

raents of rate ~.:onstants for reactions in one direction may __ be 

used to obtain the rate constants for the experimentally 

inaccessible reverse directions (1,2). · 

Despite the impo'rtance of the principle· of microscopic 

reversibility, most chemists are rather uncertain about {ts 

origin, nature, and limitations. In part, this is because 

the basis of the principle is usually treated in physics 

textbooks in terms of rather formal quantum mechanics. In 

addition, a certain amount of confusion results from the ·fact 

that the term "detailed balance" is oft-en encountered in the. 
I . . . 

same context as is microscopic rcversibilit~. According to 

some authors, microscopi<;: reversibility refers only to 

mechanical quantit"ics such as tnmsition probabllitics, 
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trajectories, and cross scctioHs, whereas Jc.~tai led balance 

pertains to stati.stical mechanical concepts such as rate 

con~;tants and equilibrium. Unfortunately, usage is not 

uniform, and \vhat is microscopic reversibility to one may be 

detailed balance to another, and vice versa, while still 

others prefer to draw no distinction. Informative discussions 

of microscopic reversibility and detailed balance exist (3-8), 

but 'arc largely confined to the monograph and aclvai1ced 

textbook literature. In what follows, we will present a 

discussion of these principles in terms that are appropriate 

for undergraduate. and early graduate instruction .. 

Mechanics and Microreversibility 

The principle of microscopic reversibility is a consequence 

of the invariance of the mechanical equations of motion tmci.cr 

the operation of.time reversal. What is meant by time 

reversal? Suppose we start asystem at t: 0 Hith the 

initial coordinates rCO) and velocities. y(O). and let it 

evolve for a period t 1 . The trajectory Hhich represents 

this evolution is shown in Figure la. Now at time t
1

, we 

instantaneously reverse the direction of all velocity componc11ts, 

leave the coordinates unmolested, and allow the system to· 

evolve for another time period t 1 . If at the end of this 

time the system ·has the same coordinates and the exactly 

reversed velocities it had at t = 0, it i.s said to obey time 

0 0 

111 \':L.I" I :lllCC. The reason for this dc~~cription is 

indic:ttell qualitatively in Figure lh. The "reversed" trajectory 
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can bl! thought of as bcginn.ing ~~t a time -t1 , anu evolving 

as t i m c go c s . forward to t = 0 . 

It is possible to determine whether a system is invariant 

' under time reversal by examining the behavior of the applicable 

equation of motion under the transformation 

t = -t 

rCt) = r(-t) 

y(t) = -y(-t) . 

(1) 

. If. the equation of motion is invariant under this transformation, 

for every solution that describes a trajectorf that starts with 

rCO), y(O), and ends with rCt 1), y(t1), there will be an 

equally acceptable solution that starts with rC-t1), -y(~t1 )~ 
·. .. 

and le~ds to ,!(0) ~ -y(O). For systems which are felt to obey 

classical mechanics sufficiently exactly, an appropriate 

equation to examine is Neliton 's second 1 aw·: 

dy(t) 
m dt 

We assume for the moment that the force F is a function 

(2) 

only of the coordinates, and make the transformation indicated 

above. l~e get 

dy(-t) 
-m ......,.-?-~ d(-t) . (3) 

2 When the obvious equalities [d(-t)] = dt, d(-t) -dt are 

executed, eqns. (2) and ( 3) are the same, except that .rCt), 

· y(t) have become !(- t), y( -t) in eqns. ( 3). Thus along each 
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classical trajectory, the motion is reversible. 

This deductjon Has made under the assumption that the 

force F \vas a function of position only, and therefore \vas 

unchanged under the transformation. While this condition is 

ordinarily met, there are forces which do depend on odd 
,· 

powers of the particle velocity: the magnetic force on a 

charged particle and the usual representation of frictional 

forces are the two most obvious ~xamples. Time re~ersal 

invariance will not be obeyed in these cases, at least n<?t 

superficially. However, if care is taken to reverse the 

t raj ect cries of the charged particles which EE_Oduce the 

magnetic fields, and of the submicroscopic displacements· \vhich 

give rise to friction, time reversal invariance will be 

obeyed in these sys tern!> also .. 

Microreversibility and Collision Cross Sections 

Having explored the general mechanical expression of time 

reversal invariance, we now seek a way in which this idea can 

be applied to rate processes. To do this, we fi~st define and 

then work with the differential scattering cross section 

·associated with a process, since this is the essential link 

between mechanics and rate phenomena. 

4 

To this end, consider the experimental arrangement diagrammed 

in Figure 2. A cbllimated be~m of projectiles moves toward a 

collection of stationary target molecules. A few of the 

projectiles expedence a collision \vith the target, and arc 

scattered. Some of these enter a detector which subtcnds a 



differential ·solid angle u2n. It is pOS'Siblc to Jo prcc:iscly 

this experiment if the target .is a sol:itl, and the proj ecti lcs 

are high velocitY, particles. l f the target is a gas in the 

form of a collimated molecular beam, it is still possible to 

describe a scattering experiment in this manner by aJopting 

a cooruinafe system whose origin moves with the target molecules. 

Then, as in the truly stationary target case, the projectile 

velocity is to be thought of as its velocity relative to the 

target. 

Suppose that the magnitude of the initial relative momentum 

of the projectile-is p 1 . Inevitably, there will be a small 

momentum spread which we can recognize by saying that the 

momentum p1 lies in the differential element d 3
p 1 . After 

the collision, the scattered product particle has a rclntiv;; 

momentum p 2 in a differential element 
3. ' ' 

d Pz·. Three possi-

bilities exist: if the collision is·elastic, the magnitudes 

of the initial and final relative momenta arc equal; if the 

collision is inelastic, IPzl ~ lr1 1 but chemical identity is 

maintained; if a chemical ~eaction occurs, the masses and 

momenta of the projectile and detected particle \vill in general 

be different. The,following arguments encompass all these 

possibilities. Let it be clear that in each case, the 

·"reactants" and "products" have definitely known internnl 
. I 

.quantum ~tates before and after the collision. 

What is the rate at which product iwrticles arc registered 

at the detector'? It is easy to agree that N
2

, the number of 

p:trtil·]e~ in statC' 2 detectl'd JH.'r second, .is proportjonal to 
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the beam fJ.ux F
1 

(jn molcculcs/cm
2 

sec), the: number of target 

molecules intercepted by the beam Nt, and the angular ·acceptance 

of the dctccto.r d 2n. Thus 

(4) 

where o 12 is the proportionality constant de fined by the 

equality. Its units here are cm2 /steradian, and consequently 

o 
12 

is h10wn as the differential cross section for the process. 

It. is a function of the scattering angle, the· initial relative 

translational energy of the collision, arid of the particular 

change in internal quantum states that occurs. The magnitude 

of is thus determined by the basic mechanics of the 

collision process. 

of ''product" (or state 2) molecules of mome1ltum -p 
-2 

i.mpinges 

on the app~opriate target and is converted t6 scattered 

reactant (state 1) molecules with momentum _ -r
1

. The rate at 

\vh ich these "re net ant" molecules are detected is 

where a is the differential scattering crbss section for 
2i 

this reverse process. The bars have been placed over the 

subscripts to emphasize that the directions of the momenta 

h:tvc been rcver:->cd. The la\1.' of mechanical micro:->copic 

revcrs"ihility can be expected to provide a relation het1veen 

0 12 and a 
zj 

( 5) 
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To find this relation, we must compare cqns. (4) and (S) 

after they'have been rcducetl to the description uf single 

trajectories. To do this, we first divide by the number of 

target molecules in each case to give us the rate of product 

collection per target molecule. Also, eqns. (4) and (5) 

refer to "bundles" of t raj cct orics that end in rcspe ct i ve ly 

3 
= d p

1
., Therefore, we must divide eqn. (4) by 

3 
d Pz 

2 2 = p 2 dp2 d n 

and eqn. (5) by 

\'lhen this is done, \V'e may equate the qua·ntities 

= 

. 

N 
l 

d3 N I 

P1 t 

(6) 

by virtue of mechanical microreversibility~ The left side of 

eqn. (6) gives the specific rate at which products arc formed 

by indi vi dua 1 t raj ecto rics in the fon:ard direct ion, '"h iJ c the 

right side gives the same quantity for the reverse direction. 

Since for each fonvard trajectory there is a reverse, the two 

expressions must be equal. Note that '"e have not cliviJcu N2 

or N by the corresponding fluxes since these fluxes Ul") not 
j 

i ndt'!1Cll dent of c~tch other.· That j s ' f 
1 ~llld the IIIO]l'Clllar 

me c h a 11 'i c s de t c rm i lit'S F . ., , so t II(.' t 1~0 factors art' rcl~•tcJ hy .. 
microscopic r.cvcrsibi lity. 
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As a consc(tttcnce of cqn. ((1) we can \vritc 

( 7) 

Now the fluxes can be expressed as the ratio of the appropriate 

velocity a fixed volume V, i.e., F. = v./V. A.lso, differentiation 
. 1 1 

of the conservation of energy expression 

6E = E · - E 21 2 1 is the internal energy change for the 

process conside1'ed, gives v 1 dp 1 = v 2 dp
2

• This, combined h'ith 

the express ion for the fluxes, reduces eqn. (7) to 

2 
- Pz a 

21 
(8) 

h'hich is the ft~:1<.lamcntal expression of microscopic reversil1ility 

as it applies to collision processes. Although'our argut~C'nts 

have been couched in the language of classical trajectories~ 

cqn. (8) is more commonly derived (5) using formal quantum 

1 • 
niCCl1Cli11 CS. 

It is important to note that cqn. (8) is of purely 

mechanical (as opposct1 to statistical mcc:1~mical or therlnodyn;lmi~.·) . 
origin. As derived, it pertains to definite internal st.~1tcs of 

rv:tct:mts :tllll products. Jloh't.'Vcr, often eros~; sections o arl' 

lllt'asttr.cd 1dtich :trl' rc:tlly tlte .:.~_v-~'.:_:~.\·~t~ of tltt• individu:tl cross 

sC'ct ions for the dl'f,l'lll'ratc n':•ctant st:ttcs, :tnd 1vhich sum over 
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the formation of JHOtlucts in degenerate final states. The 

appropriate vc~rs.ion of cqn. (8) is then (5) 

(J 

21 

\'.'here the - gi are the total degeneracies of .the internal 

reactant and product states. 

A comment is in order on lvhy N1 and N 2 were di vidcd 

by volume clements in momentum space rather than velocity 

(9) 

space. According to Liouville's theorem it is the volume 

element in phase (coordinate-momentum) space that is conserved 

as members of a group of representative points move aloiig 

their. trajectories. Consequently, to reduce N
1 

and N2 to a 

single trajectory basis, division by d 3r d 3p is not only 

appropriate, but essential if processes invofving changes of 

mass are cons id::..~ red. The volume c !emen t in coordinate space 

. caa be integrated to give the volume of the box in \d1ich the 

events occur.· Since this is the same for forward and reverse 

process, it need not appear in eqn. (6). 

t-licrorcversibility ai1d Detailed Balance 

Whi~e microscopic reversibility i~ a mechanical relation 

bct,,·ccn eros~ sections, <.letailcJ. baLmcc has to do Ni th the 

relation bct,,·cc!l r:atc constants at cquil.ihrium. Detailed 

h a 1: 111c (' c a a h c d c .r i v c d ( 6) f rom 111 i c r o s cop i c revers i hi 1 i t y by 
. . . 

lll:tl,in!: w;<.' ('r tltc connection hcthc<.·n cross sections and rate_ 
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Here for siwplicity of notation He have considered non

degenerate rc<tctant and prouuct states. Ineqn. (10), inte

gration over the }1rocluct scattering angle d 2n converts the 

differential scattering cross section into a total cross 

section, and thereby includes all possible contributions to 

k
12 

that occur for a fixed initial translational mome.ntum 

(10) 

p
1

. Integratjon over p 1 includes the possible contributions 

from all initial relative momenta that occur. The disttibution 

function for initial relative.momcnta is given by the 1-fax\"ell-

Boltzmann expression 

f(p) 

and 

2 
d w 

(11) 

\·;hE're the soli(l angle w locates the direction of the initial 

n'lativc momc;ltum. 

The .procedure nm" is to start Kith 

( 12) 

in\·nlvin~ 
. ' 

') 

We have already integrated qy_cr d"'w, since the initial 

d i rl'Ct i t~il or t lit' r1: I at i \'t' mn lion i ~ i mm:tl t' r i :1 I. Th(' Jll'lTSs :try 

10 
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~;ubst.itution~.; arc qu·i.tc straightforwanl. The microscopic 
'· 

rcvcrsihility rclat ion <?qn. (8) converts 2 2 
p 1. . a 1. 2 t o p 2 a - - ; 

·, 21 
the conservation of energy rclnti:on can be used to replace 

2 2 
p 1 /2p by p 2 /2l.l + l\E 21 in the exponent, and the same rel<ition 

allows us to replace v 1dp 1 with v 2dp 2 . The result is 

Comparison \vith eqn. (12) shows that the right side of cqn. (13) 0 

is very nearly what we would have written down directly for 

k 21 , the rate constant for the reverse process. By recognizing 

th.is, it is a simple matter to proceed to 

- "r. /1-'T' 
~""?1'"' 

e ll4J 

Equation (1~) is the mathei!wtical expression of detailed 

halance. If the process considered is a si~ple inclasti~ 

event in h·hich the reduced mass is unchanged, cqn. (14) reduces. 

to the familiar expression that the ratio of the r<1te constants 

for the fot,,·ard and reverse processes is just the appropriate 

Boltzmann· factor. It is important to realize, however, that 

for reactive events in which the reduced mass changes, the 
i 

intlic:-ttcd reduced mass ratio must aprear raised to the three-

ha1\'.l'S pohocr. This f:1ctor. in C'qn. 1•1 could :1lso he represented 

t 1 
!~~-~~~ 1 , t 11,: r:1 t .in or the. t ran:~ I at ion a! p:1 rt it i .on funct ion~ 

for initial and final relat~vc motion, since these partition 

r 1111 i. 
0 t i n II :' :I l'l' t h t' II 0 l' Ill; II j : j 11 J ~ f": H. t 0 r S f 0 l' t h C:.' d i S t r i h II t i o II 

or i.'l(ll. ( I I l. 

11 
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It is import;mt to rcaU.ze that while an equilibdurn 

r·bxwell-Bullzmann distr:!-bution of translation:tl energies has. 

been assumc!d, no assumption ha~; been nwJe tll.at the int~rnal 

st.;1tes J and 2 arc at equilibrium. Thus cqn. (14) appl.i.cs, 

for example, to the rate constants fot vibrational excitation 

and de-excitation of a gas whose vibrational state distribution 

has been thrown far out of equilibrium by a pulse of light, 

but whose ~ranslational energy distribution remains of the 

]\!uxwell-Boltzmann form. Thus statements often. encountered :in 

textbooks to the effect that expressions akin to eqn. (14) 

hold only at complete chemical equilibrium arc overly restrictive. 

It is of interest to find an expression for the total 

rate constant for conversion of all reactant states to prpducts. 

If 1 clc~igac.ltcs uny reactant state, <.md f any JHOc...~L,(I. 

state, then the ·desired quantity is just 

,,here x. 
1 

k:=rrk.f· 
i f 1 

x. 
1 

is the fraction of ti1c reactants in state 

Equation (15) says that the total cllemic31 conversion r<Jte 

constant is found by adding up the rate constants for each 

( 1 s) 

individual type of transition, h·eighting each by the probability 

t h a t t h 0 s y ~ t c m 1\ i 1 1 .!' t a r t i n t h at .i n .i t L 1 1 s t a t e . Simi J;1rly, 

thC' tot:tl rate con~tant for ti1e reverse process is 

( I {l) 

,.,. h (.~ r c x f 1 s t h c f r act i on 9 f "product s " in s t :1 t e f. 

12 
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A p:trticul~trl.y .intere~;ting situation occurs when x. 
1 

and X [ arc given by the expressions lV'hi.dt hold at thermal 

c q u i 1 i b r.i lllll : 

Here and Qint 
p 

-r.:. /kT 

= 
e 1 

x. 
1 Q1nt 

r 

e 
-E f/kT 

xf = Qint 
p 

arc the usual internal pnrti tion 

functions of reactants and products, and the E. and 
1 . 

(17) 

(18) 

arc the energy eigenvalue~ bf the reactant and product states 

measured relative to their individual energy zeros. We now 

sub5ti.tutc eq:!. (17) into eqn. (15) 

I I 
-E./kT 

e 1 
•. 

i f 

Then ~;•e use the detailed balance relation, eqn. (14), irt 

the form 

-(Ef-E.+L\E )/kT 
. 1 0 e . 

l·:lwrL' titc Q's arc the translation:1l partition functions, and 

,\): ·is thl' di rrl'rcncc in the .. ·o loh"est C}icrgies of products ~llld 

l'l':tL·t:l:tts. '!'Itt· n·:-;ttlt" is 

4 

k = 
t 

-/I.E /kT 
Q c Q, 

p (19) 
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The sutnm<~tl quant i.t.y i~; ncar.l)' what \"!<.~would write for the 

total reverse rate constant k. Inserting a factor of Qi.nt 
p 

in the numerator and denominator, \vC get 

·>- Q -t\E /kT 
k = ...:.E. e 0 . = K ( T) • 
k Qr 

( 20) 

That is, the ratio of the total rate constants for th c forward 

and reverse rehctions is a constant which depends only on 

temperature. Since the Q's in cqn. (20) arc to total 

partition functions (the product of translational and ]nternal 

factors), we have·found the standnrd statistical mechanical 

expression for the ~quilibriu~ constant. 

If we express the equilibrium constant for the bimolcculnr 

rc act i en 

in the usual ,,. ay 

A + B = C + D 

(C]e fDL, 
'" = K (T) 

[Af;[B) e 

,,·e s·ce that eqn. (20) leads to 

(21) 

\\"here the ~uh~cript~~ ind.icatc cquiUbritnn concentrations. In 

eqn. (~1) \\"(.' have one of the more commou statl'lllL'nts of dctailcJ 

hnlance: at equi 1 ihrium, the rate of ~Ill el~mcnla1·y process 

observation h:1ve hC'en pointed out inn numhcr of u1lllcrgraduatc 

t l' \ I I IIlli" •; ( I} - I / ) . 

],4 
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The derivation of eqn. 20 sheds somq light on the 

question of h'hethcr, in onlcr to obtain a rate constant for 

a reverse rea'cti.on, it is legitimate to usc an equilibrium 

const<'tnt together with a rate constant for the forward 

reaction \-:hich hos been measured with the ·system far from 

chcmi ca 1 cti ui U hri um. It is clear that such a procedure is 

legitimate if the ·measured forward reaction is 'proceeding 

slowly enough so that the trauslational and internal states 

of the reactants have very nearly their Boltzmann equilibrium 

population .. This condition is almost always met for hi,.. 

molecular reactions, and is verily the standard equilibrium 

assumption 6f chemical kinetics, upon which conv~ntional 

absolute rate theory and collision theory arc based. There 

arc irtst~:~ccs, st.1cl1 ~ts colli's·iol1 ii1duccc.l dis.s·cciatic11 :t:l<.l 

. recombination reactioas, \\hen the populations of ir~.!~rn~-~ 
'_j I 

reactant or product states deviate considerably from the 

equilibrium Boltzmann values. Even then, it can be argued (8) 

that i.n some cases a relation of the type of eqa. (20) 

holds beth·een the measured rate constants . for the fon>ard · 

and reverse reactions. 

Co i1 c 1 u d i. n g Rc 111 a r k s 

The microscopic reversibility of classical and quantum 

m~'l·han i c:-; ha:-; const'rtucnces for molecular dynamics that c~111 he 

intcrprcteJ at various leVL'ls of specificity. There is a 

col1ision~tl process \vhich converts one specific reactant 

15 



quantum :;tate to one spec.ific product st:•t.c, :tnd the cross 

!>cction for the exact reverse process. A closely relatcu 

expression, eqn .. (9), pertains to mea~~ureu cro::;s section~; 

thnt arc averages over degenerate initial states and sums 

over dC'gcneratc final states. When a Maxwc11-Boltzm<llln 

distribution of tr;mslational energies enter~; the problem, 

one has the relation, eqn. (lt1), between rate constants for 

the intcrconversion of specific internal states. Finally, 

when the translational and internal~ states of reiLcfants anti 

products· separately have their Bortzmann equilibrium 

populations, microscopic reversibility and detailed balance 

provide a relation, eqn. (20), betHcen the fonvard and 

reverse reaction rate constants and the equi.librium constant. 

reYersibility lws been stimulated by my research on molecular 

collision dynamics, which is supported by the U.S. Atomic 

Energy Commission, through the Inorganic t--latcrial!; Hesearch · 

DiYision of the t:ll.;rcnce Berkeley Laboratory .. ·· 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

figure 1. A schem:.1tic representation of a forward trajectory 

(a) and the corrcspon<.ling reverse t raj cctory (h). 

Note that the reverse trajectory do~s n6t restore the 

system to its original state, but rather to the original 

sta'te '\vi th reversed velocities. 

Figure 2. A schematic diagram of the essentials of a 

scattering c xpe riment. A col! imated beam of proj c ct i les 

of momentum impinges on N 
t 

target molecules. 

The scattered particles with momentum p2 enter a 

detector ~,.-;1ic!1 i;1tc1·c:-rts :.1 sclid ~m~lc d 2n ~1t ~ 

rate of N2 particles per second. The original flux 

of the bcnm if F 
1 projectiles per cm2 per second, 

and most of this is unscattered. 
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r------------------LEGALNOTICE--------------------~ 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by tHe 
United States Government. Neither the United States nor the United 
States Atomic Energy Commission, nor any of their employees, nor 
any of their contractors, subcontractors, or their employees, makes 
any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or 
responsibility for the accuracy, completeness or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product or process disclosed, or represents 
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. 
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